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By a well-known result of Tutte, if e is an element of a connected matroid M, then either the 
deletion or the contraction of e from M is connected. If, for every element of M, exactly one of 
these minors is connected, then we cdl M minor-minimally-connected. This paper characterizes 
such mawids and shows that t4ey must contain a number of two-element circuits or cocircuits. 
In addition, a new bound is pried on the number of 2-cocircuits in a minimally connected 
matroid. 
A minimally connectch naztroid is a connected matroid for which every 
single-element deletion & disconnected. Several authors 15, 6, 9, 101 have shown 
that such matroids behave smilarly to their graph-theoretic counterparts, mini- 
mally ‘L-connected graphs. In particular, just as minimally 2-connected graphs 
have a number of vertices of degree two [4, 81, minimally connected matroids 
have a number of 2-elem..& cocircuits. 
The following result of T’utte [ll, 6.51 (see also [3, p. 4101) is well known. 
prolposition 1.1, If e is an element of a connected tnatroia’ M, then either the 
dektitm .M \ e or the contraction M/e is also connected. 
In this paper, we study the class of minor-minimally-connected matroids, that 
is, those connected matroids M with the property that, for every element e, 
exactly one of M\ e and M/e is connected. Such mntroids arise naturally in 
induction arguments involving connected matroids since either a connected mnt- 
raid M is minor-minimally-connected or else it has an element f such that both 
M\ f and M/f are connected. Evidently all minimally connected matroids and 
their duals are minor-minimally-connected and, in Section 2, we give a characteri- 
zation of minor-minimally-connected matroids that is similar to the characreriza- 
tion of minimally connected matroids given in [6, Theorem 3.11. This characteri- 
zation is then used in Section 3 to prove several results on the occurrence of 
2-element circuits and 2-element co&ct.&s in minor-minimally-connected .mat- 
roids. Finally, in *Section 4, we prove a new result on the number of 2-element 
cocircuits in a minimally connected matroid. 
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The terminology used here for matroids aad. graphs will in general follow [12] 
and [l], respectively. The p>xmd set, rank and corank of a matroid M tiill be 
denoted by E(M), rk $1 and cork A& reqectively; k-element circuits and co& 
c3it.s of M .J~__be;q&d~ ;TMJ_@* c 4@ .k-ip@q@~ 4, wies duy of M is a 
maximal subset X of E&d) wh that if x and y are distinct elements of J& &en x 
and y are in series in I&& that: ti, {x, y} is a IzIcocircuit of M. A paral& class of A# 
is a series class of MY ‘VVe call a series or parallel clasS non-&i&I if it contains at 
least two elemenfs. 
The main results of this paper use the operations of series and parahel 
connection of matzoids. Let MI and I& be matroids on disjoint sets S1 and S,., 
respectively. Suppose, that pi E S, for i = 1,2 and let p be an element which is in 
utither S1 nor &. Then the seriesxonne@ie~ S((M, ; pl), (At& ; pz)) of MI and A& 
with respect to the bosepeim% p1 and pz is the matroid on (S1\ p,) U (&\ pJ U p 
whose circuits are the circuits of MI not containing pl, the circuits of A& not 
containing ~2, and all sets of the for% (C,\ pJ [I (C2\ pa U p, where C; is a circuit 
af w containing pP The puralft?! connection P((M, ; pI), (M2 ; p2)) of MI and M2 
with respect to p1 and p2 is t&z matroid S((.A@ ; ~3, (I@ ; pJ). We shall make 
frequent reference to Bryb~&5’s pslr,sr [2], where a detailed discussion of these 
qxzations and their pqerties can be iound. 
In this section we prove a characterization of minor-minimally-connected 
matroids closely re!xmbling the charac!erization of minimally connected m8atroids 
given in (65 
Let M be a conrxcted matroid and p be an element of M for which M\p k 
disconnected. Then M\p = HI@& for some non-empty matroids HI and H2. If 
we let ‘N1 = M/E(HJ and N2k M/EZ(&), then, by 12, Proposition 4.10], M = 
“‘(Er, ; p), (N2 ; p)). Furthermore, by [2, Proposition 4.61, NI and N2 are con- . 
, netted. I’ ~\w suppose that M is minor-minimally-connected. Then, although Nr 
* and N2 need not themselves be minor-minimally-cmected matroids, by slightly 
modifying them we can obtain such matroids. For E = I, 2, form N: from Ni by 
adding an element e in parallel with p: and form N”; from Ni by adding vi in 
series with p. 
l3mof. It suffices to show that both Ni and Ml are minorminimallyconnected 
having 3~ least four elements. Since M has no It-circuits containing p, M \, Q has no 
cornponea, : having tEewer than two elements. Thus .F$ has at least three elements 
and there&e both N; and NY have at least four e1emenf.s. As NI is connected, it 
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follows easily that IV! and NY are connected. We now show that Ni is xninar- 
minimally-connected noting that a similar argument shows that NY has the same 
property. Firstly, as both N:/p and Ni/ul have loop!;, both are disconnected. 
Secondly, if e E E(N;)\(p, u,}, then either M\e or M/e is disconnected. But, by 
12, Proposition 4.73, M \e = S((N, \ e ; p), (IV2 ; p)) and M/e = S(NJe ; p), (IV2 ; p)). 
Thus, by [Z, Proposition 4.61, either IV1 \e or N,/e is disconnected. Hence either 
Ni\e or Nile is disconnected and so IV; is minor-minimally-connected. Cl 
‘Ibec~em 2.2. A matroid Ad is minot-minimally-con~~:ted if and onEy if (E(M)\ 3 
3 and either M is connected and every element is in Q 2-circuit or a Zcocircuit; or 
one of A+2 and M* is isomorphic to the series connection S((M,/q, ; p,), (M2/q2 ; p2)), 
where both Ml and M2 are minor-minimally-connected haoing at least j&r 
elements and (pl, ql} end (p2, 42) cure cocircuits of M, and M2, respectively. 
Since a matroid is connected if and only if its dual is, it follows easily from the 
definition of a minor-minimally-connected matroid that 
. 
l!hpdon 2.3. M is minor-minimally-connected if and only if M* is. 
A consequence of this and the link betwee seriies and parallel connections is 
that if M” is a series connection as described in Theorem 2.2, then M is 
isomorphic to the parallel connection P((MT \qI ; pl), (Mf \, q2 ; p2)), where both 
MT and Mz are minor-minimally-connected having at least four elements and 
{pl, ql) and b2, qz) are circuits of MT and Mg, respectively. 
Fro& of ‘I.‘he~rea~~ 2.2. Evidently if M is a connected matroid having at least 
three elements and every element is in a Zcircuit or a 2-cocircuit, then M is 
minor-minimally-connected. 
NOW suppose that Ml and M2 are minor-minimally-connected matroids each 
having at least four elements and let (pi, qi} be a cocircuit of Mi for each i. Let M 
be the series connection S((MJq, ; pJ, (M2/q2 ; p2)). Then, as Mi \qi is discon- 
nected, Proposition I.1 implies that Mi/qi is connected, so by [2, Proposition 4.61, 
M is connected. 
To show that M is minor-minimally-connected, first note that, by [2, Roposi- 
tion 4.91, M\ p = (MI/qI) \ p@(M2/q2) \ p2, so M\ p is disconnected. Now sup- 
pose that e is an element OIE M different from p. Then without loss of generality 
we may assume that e E E~[MI/q,)\{.pp}. As MI is minor-minimally-connected, 
either Ml \e or Ml/e is disconnected. In the first case, consider M \ e = 
S(MI/ql \e, M2/q2). If Ml/q1 \ e is disconnected, so is M \ e. Hence assume that 
MI/q& is connp’ ted. Then, as Ml \e is disconnected, it follows that q1 is a loop 
or a co!oop of 1+zI \ e. Since Ml is connected, we conclude that {e, ql} is a cocircuit 
Finally in this section we note that Theorem 2.2 remains true if one replaces 
S((&IYI ; PI), W&Z ; ~2)) by SWK\ql ; PII, WAqz ; pi)), povided that 
l(pl, ql} and (pz, qr) are now rec@$ to be cir@s rather than co&&s of MI 
and A&.’ To prove this one makes the obviouls modifications to the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 and uses Lemma 2.1 again, this time applied to NY and IV;. 
In this sectioq we obtain two sets of results on the numbers of 2-.circuits and 
2-cocircuits in minor-minimally-connected matroids. One set is based on the 
Preceding SX%.~O~‘S \characterization of such matroids and the pther set relies on 
results from [6J I 
/ _ 
We shall denote by &&) &e maximum number of pairwise disjoint 2-circuits 
(3: 41 and write df(M) for$&S@*). The et of elements e of M for which M\e is 
disconnex;& will be’de&e$ by A(M). Thus, if .M is .~inor-minin;ally-oonnected, 
theh-E(M) is tltie disjoint union of ‘4&) and A(M *). 
T~MXMSD 3.l. Let M be Q mist-minimally-com~ct4h~ mat&d having at least four 
elements. 77zert 
&MY + d:(M) * rk(MJA (M)) + rk(A@/A (&I*)) + 1. (3.1) 
Note that, since a circuit and a cocircuit mnnot have exactly one common 
&m&t, if A4 is connected~ having at least three elements; then d#4) + d;(M) 
equals t!k maximum number of pairwise disjoint 2-element subsets X of E(M) 
such that Y is either a circuit or a cocircuit. 
-If M i:, _mKmally connected, then A(M) = E(M) and, furthermore, M has no 
t 
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%5rcuits. Thus the preceding theorem generalizes the following result [6, Corol- 
lary 2.71. 
cordlrvg &2. L,et M be a minimally connected matroid having at least four 
elements. Z%en 
dbf.M) a rk(M*) + 1 = cork M + 1. 
The next two results are used to prove Theorem 3.1. We note that Corollary 
3.2 follows easily from the first of these. Indeed, this is Low this result was derived 
in [6J 
W 3.3 ([6, Corollary 2.6J). Let M be a connected matroid other than a single 
circuiti Suppose that A C_ E(M) such that for all a in A, M\ a is disconnected. Then 
either A is independent or A contains at least cork(M 1 A) + 1 non-trivial series 
classes of .M 
w Z&44 a6, Lemma 2.31). Let M be a connected matroid having at least two 
elements and {x,, x2,. . . , AI,,,} be a circuit of M such that M\q is disconnected for 
all i in (1,2, . . . , m-l}. Then (x1,x2 ,..., &-l} contains a 2-cocircuit of _M. 
libnrof of Theorem 3.1. The result is easy to check if M is a single circuit or a 
single cocircuit. Next we note that if A is independent then cork(M 1 A) = 0. 
Thus, by applying Lemma 3.3 to M and M* we obtain the required result, unless 
A(M) is independent in M and A(M*) is independent in M*. But, in that case, 
A(M) is a basis of M and A(W) is a basis of w. Hence, if WA(M), then 
A(M*) U(x) contains a circuit C of M*. Now apply Lemma 3.4 to C to obtain 
that C\(x) and hence A(M*) contains a 2-co&c& of M*, that is, a 2-circuit of 
M. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
We note that, in the preceding proof, if A(M) is a basis of M, then not only 
does A(M*) contains a 2-circuit of M, but also A(M) contains a 2-cocircuit of M. 
It follows on combining this observation with the preceding proof that: 
PNQIOSMO~ 3-5. For all minor-minimally-Uro,,~ci~d mafroids M having ar least 
four elements, 
d,(M) + d $(M’) 2 2. 
We now use the results of the preceding section to obtain an alternative !;et of 
results on the sum d,(M) + d;(M) when M is minor-minimally-connected. 
‘WII?IU 3.6. LRb M be Q minor-minimally-connected matroid having at leaJ t four 
’ ‘* 
!l!batL’ke b-g& & “klu&i& oi lk@hf’)l. h! M has rank or corank equal to one, 
then it is easy to &xk that the result holds, so assume that rk M, cork A&2. If 
every element of M is in a 2-circuit or a 2qo@reuit, then , 
where the second inequality holds since both rk M and cork M exceed one. 
Now suppose that M has an element p which is not in a 2-circuit or a 
24xzircuit. ‘I’hen either M\p or M*\p is disconnected. We shall assume the first 
~~~~_‘~~. If’ notl ‘~~ foltbwing ~~* ~~~ be ~*~~~~ psiirg M” in 
pIace of Mi Fro& Section 2, &CA* - S((M1 $xjr ; pl),‘(M~\ 42 ; p&) where, for i = 1, ‘2, 
,Iw, is a minor-minimally-connected matroid having at least four elements, and 
(n, 9) is a cireuifr of Ml. 
We now distingt&h two &es: 
(i) ,corli M&k&f; ’ 
(ii) rk M 5 coik M. 
In the first case, since 
lE(til= IE(M,)I + lB(M2)1- 3 
and 
rkM=rk&+rkM& 
we have 
I3ut 
irk M-,cork M= cork M-rk M 
=(cerkM1-rkM1)+-(corkMz-rkM&3, (3.2) 
d&f) + @(lW) a (4(&J + d$(M,;) - 1+ Id,(Md + d;(Mz)) - 1, (3.3) 
a& so, by the induction assumption, 
d,(M) + d#4) a&Irk Ml -cork MJ J .I) - 1 
+3(lrk M2-cork Mz) + 3, - 1. 
The result follows on combining (3.2) and (3.4). 
(Z.4) 
In GE (ii), by Theorem 2.2, M = S((L,/s, ; ~3, (Lr/sz ; ~2)) wher.?, for i = ‘i, 2, 
& is a minor-minimally-connected matroid having at least four elements an& 
(Pi, &I i~aco&cuit.Aspisnotina~ t-eo&uit of M,, bi, si} is a se1 ies class of I+. 
We now %m Ly froni +& by adoing f in series with si &d A. Evidently I.7 is 
minor- mi. n kna3y-cc~nn~ti. htf&ecjver, 
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and 
SO 
rkM=rkLr+rkLg-4, (3.5) 
corkM=corkL;‘+corkLs-1. (3.4) 
Thus, provided both IE(ty)l and IE(L;)I exceed 5, the induction assumption may 
be applied to both Lq and L$ to give that 
3 2 g(rk . . ,’ *x)rk Ly + 3) - 11. 
i=l 
The result follows on combining (C I nd (3.6). It remains to consider the case 
when (E(Li)l or IE(Lg)l equals 2. &sume the first of these occurs. Then 
IE(L,)J = 4 and, as p is not in a 2-cocircuit of M, it follows that L1 is isomorphic to 
the matroid formed by adding an element in parallel to one of the elements of a 
3-circuit. Thus 
d,iL& + d&) = 2 = $(rk L1 -cork L1 + 6). 
Moreover, by the induction assumption, 
d2(L2)+dz(L2)a$(rk L,-corkL,+3). 
Therefore, as 
d,(M) + d:(M) 3 i (d,(h) + cl;&) - 1) 
and 
i=l 
rkM-corkM=(rkLI+rk&-2)-(corkL,+corkL2-l), 
we have 
d,(M)+ds(M)#(rk L,+rk LZ:-cork L,-cork &+9)-G 
=$(rk M-cork M+lO)-2 
> $(jTyE M-cork MI + 3). 
We conclude that if iE(L’;)) = 5 or )E(Lz)( = 5, then the required result holds. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
The next result is obta.iwd by making the obvious modifications to the proof of 
Theorem 3.6. We omit rho details. 
Theorem 3.7. Let M be Q minor-minimally-connecM matroid having at Zeast four 
elements and suppose that no series or parallel class of IW has more than two 
elements. Then 
d,(M)+d$(M)a$(lrkM-cork M(+3). 
’ \.*., 
the: difference between these two bounds may become arbitrarily Ia& in &her 
direction, consider the cycle m&troi,& of the graphs #4, and Bk shown *in Figs. 1 
almd 2. 
B&iently, 
f(lrk(lbl(Ak)) - cork(M(A&l+3),=$(lk+1-3k1+3) 
whereas 
=@k+Z), 
rk(M(A&A(M(A,))) + rk(M”&)/A (M*(&))) -t 1 = 0 + 0 + 1 = 1. 
In this case, the bound iti T&o&& 3.&exceed&the bound in Theorem 3.1. The 
.’ 
Fig. 2. Bk. 
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reversc, is true for M(&) as 
&k(M(&)) - cork(M(B,))I + 3) = $(13k - 1 - (3k + 1)1+ 3) 
while 
rk(M(&)/A(M(&))) + rk(M*(&)/A(M*( &))) + I= k + 1 + 1 = k + 2. 
In this section we shall prove a new bound on the number of painvise disjoint 
2-cocircuits in a minimally connected matroid. This new bound is som&nes 
better and sometimes worse than the bound given in Corollary 3.2. It was 
suggested by Dirac’s result [4; (69, (5)] that a minimally 2-connected graph G has 
at least d,(lV(G)I+ 4) vertices of degree two. 
Theorem 4.1. Let M be a minimally connected matrod having at least four 
elements. Then. 
proaf, We argue by induction on (E(M)I. If cork M = 1, then M is a circuit and, 
since (E(M)1 ~4, the result ffollows easily. We may therefore assume that 
cork M 3 2. Now suppose that every element of M is in a non-trivial series class. 
Then, since a k-element series class contains [$k j pairwise disjoint 2-cocircuits 
and the series classes of M partition E(M), it follows that d;(M) 34 IE@f)12 
$(rk M + 2), the second inequality being,, a consequence of the fact that cork M 2 2. 
Thus, if every element of M is in a I;!-cocircuit, then the result holds. WC. now 
assume that M has an element p which is not in a 2-cocircuit. Then, 0y the 
characterization of minimally connected matroids 16, Theorem 3.11, M = 
S((Ml/ql ; pl), (M& ; p2) where, for i = 1,2, Mi is minimally connected having 
at least four elements, and {p,, 4i) is a cocircuit. Furthermore, since p is not a 
2-cocircuit of M, (pi* si) is a series class of Mi and Mi has at least five elements. 
We form the matroid JW~ from Mi by adding 4 in series with pi and Q. Then 
Thus, by the induction assumption, 
@(M)*3(rk My+2)- l-t-&k &#;+:2)- 1 
=$(rk M’,‘+rk MS-2) 
= $(rk M + 2), 
and the theorem is proved. 0 
P. minimally connected matroid M of rank r is not free and therefore ha; at 
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kast t+ 1 eI,ements. Moreover, Murty [5, Theorem 3.21 has shown that, provided 
M is not a 3&&t, IE(M’)I G “L,r - 2. A comparison of CoroUry 3.2 and Theorem 
4.1 shows that the size of jE(M)I determines w&h of these resuhs provides the 
sharper bound; this is speci&d in the next result. 
Cos@aty 4.2. Let ltd be a minimally connected mat&d. ?%en 
d:W‘P 
[$(rkM+2)] for rkM+l~IE(M)l< [4(4rkM-l)], 
corkM+l for r~4rkM-¶)lgIE(M)Ic2rk1M-2. 
The matroids for yhich equ&y is attained in Corollary 3.2 were deter&n& in 
[7, Ibeorem 3;2] using the characterixation f mh~imally connected matroids. The 
same rest& can also be used to characterize those mat&is for which quality is 
attained in Theorem 4.1. We omit the routine proof. We shall denote by URn+zk 
the matroid obtained from the uniform matroid Urs,,+* by replacing each element 
of the latter by k elements in series. 
w 4.3. Let M h a minimally connected matroid. Then M has exactly 
f(rlk M+ 2) pairwise disjoint 2-cocira&s if and only if M ic a 5-circuit OT M = 
u n,n+2,3 for some n a 1, CY M = S((MI/qI, s1 ; pI), (Mdqz, sz ; p& where, for i = 
I,%, I& is a minimally connected mutr(oid having $(rk fi3; + 2) painvise disjoint 
2-~t3 and hcHltig tit, *, %} as a series class. 
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